
thoughtfully crafted residential spaces

THEORY HOME DESIGN

Coaching sessions provide à la carte access to an architect’s expertise based on your needs:

renting
I need temporary or portable design improvements

Options may feel limited when you don’t own your home. We can personalize your space 
through suggestions of finishes & fixtures that can be easily removed or go with you later. 

selling
I want affordable improvements to help sell my house

Curb appeal & staging can make all the difference. We make suggestions & address 
any potential problem areas that can help sell your home quickly & for more money.

buying
I need to know a home’s design potential before buying it

We accompany you to a prospective property to determine its creative possibilities & 
limitations. Our design advice can help you determine if it will be a good investment.

staying
I want to grow old here or adapt my house to physical limitations 

Aging-in-place & universal design strategies can improve a home’s flexibility, 
adaptability & convenience. We suggest ways to help you stay right where you are.

shopping
I would like a designer to accompany me at a showroom

We meet at a showroom (w/i 30 miles of 22308) to select the design elements of your choice. 
Design lessons you learn along the way can be applied to other areas immediately. 

Initial meetings (coaching sessions) are $500. They include 2 hours of time at your location and a 
follow-up email with actionable items. Additional sessions for the same project are $300.

designing
I would like some design help on my home’s interior or exterior

We can guide you in the selection of colors, finishes, fixtures, lights, countertops, cabinetry, 
appliances, furniture, storage & exterior features to dramatically enhance your home.

A carefully curated palette of colors & finishes to enliven your home

ex: selection of wall colors, light fixtures, flooring, countertops, 
cabinetry, appliances, furniture, accent features, accessories and/or 
art for 2

renovating
I would like to improve my home’s spacial or structural configuration

We will propose improvements to your home’s function & flow, in addition to its cosmetic 
appearance. Sometimes this requires changes to walls, floors, foundations or roofs.


